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The Heart Of Couple Therapy
Above: Orna Guralnik offers therapy to New York couples in the Showtime series "Couples Therapy." (Photo/Showtime) Miniseries review: "Couples Therapy," featuring Orna Guralnik, Virginia Goldner.
Showtime series gets to the heart of ‘Couples Therapy’
DMX’s final interview is set to air soon and ahead of its release, TV One has shared a snippet of the two-part special. As we previously reported, the legendary rapper, whose real name was Earl ...
DMX Tells How Mom’s Visit to Him in Therapy Helped Their Relationship / VIDEO
This book shows how forgiveness-oriented Emotion‑Focused Therapy (EFT) helps individuals and couples process and transform distressing negative emotions by ...
Forgiveness and Letting Go in Emotion-Focused Therapy
Having a pet is always a blessing and there are no second thoughts about it. The furry animals are not just a source of happiness but also serve as ...
Pet Therapy: Disha Patani’s pawdorable moments with her pooches and felines will melt your heart
Professor Basky Thilaganathan, a doctor on Channel 4 docu-series Baby Surgeons: Delivering Miracles in seen telling nurse Jennifer one of her twin girls is gravely ill in the womb.
Baby surgeons viewers are left in tears as pregnant mother of twins has to abort her baby whose skull failed to form properly in the womb to save the other's life - only for ...
Looking to get the most out of your Showtime subscription? Check out these new shows that will surely fill your time with excitement!
Get the most out of your Showtime subscription with these new shows
He wanted to clear the air on what he called an “ugly” moment of frustration late in the third quarter of Monday night’s 112-96 loss to the Toronto Raptors -- and apologize once more.
Kevin Love apologizes for ‘ugly’ moment of frustration in Monday’s loss: ‘That wasn’t me, I’ll take it on the chin’
After decades of struggle, we’re finally seeing real-world, life-changing applications right here in Philadelphia. Has medicine finally got gene therapy right?
Gene Therapy Is Giving Us Incredible New Tools to Fight Disease. How Far Can It Go?
The rapper, who passed away on April 9th at the age of 50, led a life full of abuse and addiction, and despite a successful music career, it’s his stint on VH1’s Couples Therapy back in 2012 ...
DMX's Appearance On A VH1 Reality Show Was A Devastating Look At His Childhood Abuse and Addiction
Allergy season is in full bloom. Most people know common, seasonal allergies can cause inflammation and weaken your immune system.
Home remedies to calm down allergy symptoms, protect your heart
A gene therapy that makes use of an unlikely helper, the AIDS virus, gave a working immune system to 48 babies and toddlers who were born without one, doctors reported Tuesday. Results show that ...
AIDS virus used in gene therapy to fix ‘bubble baby’ disease
Pink revealed couple’s therapy is the glue to her 14-year marriage with her husband, Carey Hart. The “Family Portrait” singer had a candid discussion on Instagram Live with therapist Vanessa ...
Pink says couple’s therapy with husband Carey Hart is ‘the only reason’ they are still married
A couple of years ago ... What I did not know was that one of the actors was a former veteran who had been in therapy for years, and this would be a game changer for her.
Psychology Today
The Nevers (Sunday, HBO 9:00 p.m.) — This Joss Whedon-created show (with a steampunk elephant in the corner) sees the city reeling from Maladie’s, uh, opera performance while Amalia’s in ...
Weekend Preview: ‘Mare Of Easttown’ And ‘Couples Therapy’ Make Complicated Lives Compelling
a couples counselor at mobile therapy platform Talkspace. It’s just five words: Help me understand this cost. “We are often so intent on having our values or opinions heard that we lose the ...
The One Phrase Couples Can Say to Defuse a Fight About Money
Clinicians at Olympia’s Heart of Wellness have seen headaches caused by everything from drinking a liter of Diet Coke per day to post-cesarean section scars restricting a patient’s breathing, leading ...
Heart of Wellness Team’s Integrated Treatment of Headaches Gets Results
The maker of the popular Theragun massage guns is getting into the compression therapy game with a relatively affordable set of compression boots.
Therabody's newest massage device, RecoveryAir, puts the squeeze on
Bullet is certified with the Alliance for Therapy Dogs and makes regular visits to ... just one example of the outstanding foster homes who work with Heart's Promise. "They've adopted a couple ...
Murrysville couple helps fulfill Heart's Promise by fostering therapy dog
A Marshfield woman was arraigned on a murder charge in the fatal stabbing of her husband, which prosecutors say came after she learned of his affair.
Stabbed in the heart: Marshfield woman killed husband after learning of affair, prosecutors say
The daily walks allow the couple to relieve ... some forms of heart disease and a host of very rare diseases. "The exponential growth phase" of gene therapy has arrived, said Dr. Cynthia Tifft ...
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